Legislation protects, prohibits gays

Hate crimes bill becomes law, Senate passes Defense of Marriage Act

FROM STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS

Gay Texans are getting mixed signals from the state legislature this session.

While Gov. Rick Perry has long questioned whether Texas needs a tougher law cracking down on hate crimes committed against minorities, homosexuals and others, he signed into law the James Byrd Jr. Hate Crimes Act last Friday.

This came hot on the heels of Thursday’s vote by the House to approve a bill designed to protect schoolchildren or their parents from discrimination because of race, religion, sexual preference or other factors.

Then on Tuesday, the Texas Senate passed the so-called Defense of Marriage Act, which would prohibit Texas from recognizing marriages or unions between people of the same gender.

Can gays go straight?

Debate over reparative therapy heats up

by MIKE FLEMING

Two conflicting studies. Three scientists. Some 403 people.

It didn’t take much to reignite the national debate over reparative therapy and whether gays can go straight last week during the annual meeting of the American Psychiatric Association here.

Two contradicting studies on the possibility of changing sexual orientation—one suggested it can be done, and one said it is harmful to try—were unveiled during a symposium May 9 sponsored the Association of Gay & Lesbian Psychiatrists, a sub-group of the APA.

Dr. Robert Spitzer of Columbia University concluded that some “highly motivated” individuals can change from gay to straight.

Gay doctors Ariel Shiolo and Michael Schroeder, in the same symposium, presented a study that said the vast majority of gay men and lesbians who attempted to change orientation were harmed by those efforts.

Both studies have to yet to undergo a tough peer-review process before they are published. Critics on both sides of the debate have pointed out that the research did not use random samples and that...
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Please THINK when you drink.
Houston activist, Voice contributor, Maria Minicucci dies

Houston Lesbian and Gay Community Center to establish memorial fund in honor of past president, board member

by ELLA TYLER

Maria Minicucci, PhD, past president of the Houston Lesbian and Gay Community Center, died suddenly on Tuesday morning at her mother’s home in Buffalo, New York, where she had gone for a visit. She was 50. She is survived by her spouse, Deb Murphy, by her mother and numerous friends.

Minicucci was a regular contributor to the Houston Voice. She operated the Center for Creativity, Knowledge and Change, and taught psychology at the Houston Community College campus in Stafford. Minicucci was a member of the board of the Houston Lesbian and Gay Community Center and was serving a second term as the program director. She co-led a monthly workshop, “What Lesbians Do,” at the center and was a co-chair of the 2001 Houston Gay & Lesbian Film Festival.

“Maria’s death is a great loss to me personally and to the community. We will miss her more than we ever realize right now,” Tim Brookover, current community center president, said. “When Maria became president of the center, it was in serious trouble, but she put it on a solid footing. Maria was a genius at coming up with programs that would bring people in and get them working in the community.”

Jessica Wicks, who hosted the center’s Lesbian Film Night for several years, fondly remembers one of her first encounters with Minicucci.

“When I discussed my plan of having a Lesbian Film Night at the center, Maria, who I had just met, immediately responded, ‘What a great idea,’ and it became a done deal.”

When Jessica married Robin Wicks, in Texas’s first legal lesbian marriage ceremony, Minicucci was her matron of honor.

“I will never forget going with Maria to get my wedding dress, and how we laughed and giggled as she shared this precious moment with me,” Wicks says.

Minicucci was a popular teacher, according to Dr. Donald Green, chair of the Psychology Department at Houston Community College, Southwest.

“She did an excellent job. I was impressed by the quality of her work and students found her refreshing in the classroom.”

Minicucci came to Houston in 1996 after spending many years in Toronto, Canada, where she was active in the feminist movement. She had been the administrative and program director of the Women’s Center in Toronto.

She was born and raised in Buffalo, New York. She obtained a doctorate in psychology from Royekan University in Los Angeles and a Masters in Psychology and Women’s Studies from Goddard College in Vermont.

As a regular writer for the Houston Voice, Minicucci often wrote thought-provoking columns encouraging readers to become more active in the gay community.

“Maria made an immeasurable contribution to the paper, not only through her writing...”

Home Depot changes course

After storm of controversy, store popular with gays adds sexual orientation to its employment non-discrimination policies

by ERIC ERICKSON

ATLANTA—Many gay men and lesbians offered praise this week for Home Depot’s surprise announcement that it has added sexual orientation to its non-discrimination policy.

But at least one gay activist downplayed the company’s move.

“I think Home Depot stepped in it. [Now] they’ve stepped out of it,” said Harry Knox, executive director of Georgia Equality, the statewide gay political group.

“That’s all they really deserve credit for is having cleaned up their shoes,” he added.

The amendment to Home Depot’s policies, announced late Friday and put into effect immediately, was one that a shareholder group originally proposed, but the company strongly rejected.

In its 2001 proxy detailing business to be conducted at its annual meeting May 30 in Atlanta, Home Depot included a stockholder proposal to amend the firm’s equal employment opportunity policy. That amendment would have explicitly prohibited discrimination based on sexual orientation.

Company officials flatly rejected the proposal and recommended that...”

Continued on Page 12
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R.E.M.'s Stipe comes out after long ambiguity over sexual orientation

NEW YORK—After years of lingering ambiguity about his sexual orientation, R.E.M. frontman Michael Stipe has come out as a "queer artist" in this week’s issue of Time. The 41-year-old singer, part of the 20-year-old band that is pushing its new album “Reveal,” told the magazine that he’s been “in a relationship with an amazing man” for about three years. He won’t identify his partner, but said the man is not a celebrity. Stipe, who splits his time between homes in Athens, Ga., Los Angeles and New York, has avoided questions about his sexual orientation in the past. “I was being made to be a coward about it, rather than someone who felt like it really was a very private thing,” he told the magazine.

Stipe now readily describes himself as a “queer artist.” In the early ‘90s, Stipe had to contend with false rumors that he had contracted AIDS, according to the New York Post. He denied the gossip and reluctantly revealed that he did not think of himself as straight, gay or bisexual. And he added at the time that he had engaged in relationships with both men and women.

Still, various gay-advocacy groups routinely slammed the rock great for waffling on the issue.

Private elementary school in NY drops Mother’s Day over gay objections

NEW YORK—A Manhattan private school informed parents that Mother’s Day and Father’s Day would not be celebrated this year in an effort to protect the feelings of children raised by same-sex couples, according to the New York Post. “I am writing this letter to inform you … we will not be celebrating Mother’s Day and Father’s Day. We are a school with many different family makeups, and we need to recognize the emotional well-being of all the children in our school,” Cindi Samson, director of Rodeph Sholom Day School’s lower elementary division, said in a letter to parents. Tuition to Rodeph Sholom, affiliated with a Reform Jewish synagogue, ranges from $15,000 to $20,000 a year.

The newspaper reported that an unidentified gay man, who had adopted a child with his male partner, had boasted that he had persuaded administrators to remove Mother’s Day from the school’s holiday list.

KS court ruling on trans marriage could carry broad legal ramifications

TOPEKA, Kan. (AP)—A Kansas Court of Appeals ruled May 11 that a marriage between a man and another man, who later became a woman through gender reassignment surgery, may be valid under Kansas law. A 1996 Kansas statute banned same-sex marriages, but doesn’t address transgendered people. District Judge Gunnar Sundby had ruled that Noel Gardner remained a man, despite the surgery, and is not entitled to half of Marshall Gardner’s $2.5 million estate. The Court of Appeals overturned Sundby’s opinion that chromosomes “are all that matter,” and said that such a stance would force it to confront situations in conflict with “such a rigid framework of thought.” The decision sent the case back to district court. The Kansas result differs from a Texas court decision that the U.S. Supreme Court let stand last year, which said that it was up to the legislature to legalize transgendered marriages. “This case will be hugely influential all over the country. This case is going to be pointed to as a turning point in state courts,” said Shannon Minter, with the National Center for Lesbian Rights in San Francisco.

CA judge grants custody of boy to gay couple after visitation settled

LARSON JUSTICE CENTER, Calif.—A gay couple whose son was taken by the father of one of the men have been named the legal guardians of the boy they’ve raised since he was a five-paragraph apology, Felice said the site contained hurtful state­ments, “crude and offensive.” He also paid damages of $48,000. Cone and dos Remedios, who sued Yahoo and Pacific Bell to find out who owned the Web sites, said they were pleased to have the controversy behind them.

Former city official in CA admits to harassment of lesbian publishers

HOLLISTER, Calif.—A former city council member has admitted to being the anonymous author of a series of Web site attacks on the lesbian couple that runs Hollister’s weekly newspaper, the San Francisco Chronicle reported. Joe Felice’s Web site attacked Pinnacle Publisher Tracie Cone and Editor Anna Marie dos Remedios, who bought the weekly in 1999. The Web pages were anti-gay, linked Cone’s name to pornography sites and accused her of molesting children. In a five-paragraph apology, Felice said the site “contained false and hurtful statements” that were “crude and offensive.” He also paid damages of $48,000. Cone and dos Remedios, who sued Yahoo and Pacific Bell to find out who owned the Web sites, said they were pleased to have the controversy behind them.

—From staff and wire reports
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VA man pleads guilty to killing one, injuring six in gay bar shooting

ROANOKE, Va. (AP)—A Virginia man who told police he was angry over being teased about his last name pleaded guilty to murder for shooting up a Roanoke gay bar, killing one gay man and wounding six other patrons in the September attack. Ronald Edward Gay, 35, agreed to plead guilty to first-degree murder and six counts of malicious wounding. He faces a maximum of four life terms plus 60 years in prison for the shooting at Backstreet Café. Gay told police he was upset that his last name made him the victim of jokes, and was humiliated that three of his sons had legally changed their names.

“I was driven insane to do what I had to do,” Gay said in court May 10. If sentenced to prison, he will be eligible for geriatric parole once he turns 65. “What would have been enough would be to allow us to shoot him the way he shot us,” said Kathy Caldwell, who was shot in the left hand during his rampage.

Ronald Gay pleaded guilty to murder for killing one and injuring six when he shot up a gay bar in Virginia last September.

D.C. police probe possible link between drag ring, slain youth worker

WASHINGTON—A fraud ring that used stolen credit cards to finance a life of drag is being investigated in connection with the killing of a D.C. youth home counselor, the Washington Post reported. Police sources said that Zebedee Hawkins, 33, who was killed April 25, had been a member of the ring, which calls itself the House of Khan. He left the group and became a federal informant last year. Law enforcement sources said the House of Khan was formed in the 1980s, in the mold of drag houses featured in the movie “Paris Is Burning.” Postal inspectors began looking into the group two years ago and are focusing on a four-year period in which House members are suspected of netting $300,000. Hawkins, who had discussed the scam on a local TV station, was shot April 25 as he arrived at work.

WI man gets 25-year sentence in stabbing death of AIDS activist

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP)—The 1997 stabbing death of an AIDS activist has resulted in a life prison term for one of two men accused of taking part in the murder. Daniel R. Chipman, 31, was sentenced May 8 on a charge of being party to the murder of Jeff Wahlen, 45, a gay youth outreach worker. Chipman received a sentence of 25 years before becoming eligible for parole because Chipman and Paul Foss “picked a certain type of people and preyed on them,” the judge said.

Foss, 27, also pleaded no contest and will be re­leased June 18. Wahlen was found stabbed more than 50 times at a Green Bay Motel 6 in June 1997. Police said Wahlen met the two men outside an adult bookstore and went with them to drink beer at the motel, where Foss stabbed Wahlen and Chipman hit him with a beer bottle. Chipman was arrested last June after Foss, who was in prison for an unrelated armed robbery, told authorities about the killing.

Fl jailer pleads to a misdemeanor charge in rape of trans inmate

MIAMI (AP)—An immigration jail guard accused of twice raping a transgendered inmate pleaded guilty May 9 to misdemeanor counts of sexual contact with a detainee in his custody. Lemar Smith, 33, who faced felony rape charges before pleading, could face a maximum of two years in custody and $200,000 in fines. Smith was charged with raping the inmate, a detainee from the Mexican state of Veracruz who was taking female hormones but had not undergone gender reassignment surgery. After the second incident, the victim said Immigration & Naturalization Service officials gave her the choice of going to a mental institution or a Miami-Dade County jail, so she signed an order agreeing to return to Mexico. The reports of this case and others prompted the INS to transfer all women out of the Krome detention center. “I think the message is pretty clear. These officers just aren’t going to be seriously taken to task for the terrible crimes that they’ve committed,” said Cheryl Little, executive director of the Florida Immigrant Advocacy Center.

Man pleads guilty in slaying of pastor at CA gay church as trial opens

SACRAMENTO (AP)—One of the three men accused in the October 1999 death of a Sacramento minister pleaded guilty minutes before his trial started last week. Adam Leroy Wilson, 21, could be sentenced to 15 years in prison for his role in the burglary, robbery and murder of Edward S. Sherriff, a 68-year-old associate pastor at a Metropolitan Community Church here. The trial of Wilson’s co-defendant, Tio Dinero Sessoms, 20, began May 9. A third suspect, Frederick Oneal Clark, faces trial in September. Clark is accused of stabbing Sherriff and recruiting the other two suspects to help rob the pastor’s house. Known as “Reverend Ed,” Sherriff comforted AIDS patients and was known for ministering to the city’s poor.

For more news, visit www.houstonvoice.com
U.S. high court rejects medical uses for marijuana in unanimous ruling

WASHINGTON (AP)—The Supreme Court handed medical marijuana users a defeat on Monday, ruling that a U.S. law classifying the drug as illegal has no exception for ill patients. The unanimous decision disappointed many people with AIDS, cancer, multiple sclerosis and other illnesses, who have said that the drug helped in combating the effects of their diseases and drug treatments. "In the case of the Controlled Substances Act, the statute reflects a determination that marijuana has no medical benefits worthy of an exception [outside the confines of a government-approved research project]," Justice Clarence Thomas wrote. The federal governmenttriggered the case in 1998, seeking an injunction against the Oakland Cannabis Buyers Cooperative and five other marijuana distributors. All but the Oakland group eventually closed. Voters in eight states have approved ballot initiatives, now invalid, allowing the use of medical marijuana.

AIDS activists decry Bush commitment of $200 million as 'paltry'

WASHINGTON—President George W. Bush, flanked by Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo and U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan, announced last week that the U.S. would contribute $200 million to a global fund to combat AIDS, Reuters reported. "We must all show leadership and all share responsibility," Bush said. Annan hopes to create a war chest of up to $10 billion to fight AIDS worldwide, with the money coming from wealthier countries and from private contributions. "To defeat this epidemic that haunts humanity, and to give hope to the millions infected with the virus, we need a response that matches the challenge," Annan said. Last month, former President Bill Clinton told a U.N. health conference in Nigeria that he thought the U.S. could easily afford to contribute as much as $1.75 billion. AIDS activists criticized Bush's $200 million contribution, the first into the fund, as paltry, with Oxfam suggesting the figure "leaves off a zero."

Gays abused as kids more likely to do risky sex as adults, survey says

SAN FRANCISCO—Researchers have found that gay and bisexual men who were abused as children are more likely to engage in unsafe sex as adults, according to a study by researchers at the University of California, San Francisco's Center for AIDS Prevention. The telephone study surveyed men who have sex with men in San Francisco, New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. Of that number, nearly 21 percent admitted that they experienced childhood sexual abuse, and of that number, one quarter were HIV-positive. Some 14 percent of those who were not abused were infected with HIV. Men who were sexually abused also reported higher rates of sex under the influence of alcohol and drugs, more one-night stands, and more intimate partner violence. "These findings clearly indicate that there is a need to consider childhood sexual abuse in developing and delivering HIV prevention interventions," said study author Dr. Jay Paul.

Syphilis rate up among gay men in NYC, may indicate similar HIV jump

NEW YORK—Syphilis infections in Manhattan are running twice as high for the first three months of 2001 as they ran for the last three months of 2000, the New York Post reported. Susan Blank, assistant health commissioner, said there have been 57 cases reported during the first three months of 2001, compared to 26 during the same period last year. "The 2001 increases are mainly among men who have sex with men, especially those living in the borough of Manhattan," Blank said. Syphilis cases had been on a downward trend from 1988 to 1998, when cases dropped from 5,000 to just 82. The presence of syphilis enhances the transmissibility of HIV, and the new figures could be a harbinger of an increase in HIV transmissions, officials said.

Ill. continues trial of HIV tracking system; OR to start in October

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP)—The Illinois Department of Public Health announced it will extend through 2003 its trial of using identifier codes, rather than names, to track HIV cases in the state. In 1999, the department decided to try for two years a code system in place of a plan that required the names of people infected with HIV to be reported to local officials. "Initial results have indicated there is a need for improvement, but a longer study will make clear whether or not this system will provide the quality of data necessary to direct community prevention and treatment programs," said Dr. John R. Lumpkin, public health director. Meanwhile, Oregon will become the 37th state to track HIV infections by name, starting in October. Under the policy, the Oregon Health Division would be given the name of someone who tests positive for HIV and would have 90 days to follow up with the patient's doctor to ensure proper care and support. Then, the patient's name would be converted into a numerical code. Anonymous testing would continue as an option at public health clinics.

—From staff and wire reports—
Obituaries

Richard J. Sarno Jr.

On Sunday, May 13, 2001, Richard J. Sarno Jr. went home to be with the Lord.

Richard was born in Virginia and had lived in Houston for 20 years. During that time, Richard worked as church secretary for 10 years with Resurrection M.C.C.

Richard's love for music was reflected by his singing with the Resurrection M.C.C. choir, Gay Men's Chorus, Gloryland Singers and as choir director for Community Gospel Choir.

Richard also enjoyed bowling and was on the Inner Loop Alternative Team #23, Creamy Fillings.

Richard is survived by his partner of 17 1/2 years, Clint J. Young; mother, Ruth Sarno; father, Richard J. Sarno Sr.; sister, Rudi Jenkins and Rickye Heffner; three nieces and two nephews.

A memorial service will be held at Resurrection M.C.C. Saturday, May 26 at 11 a.m. In lieu of flowers, please make donations to Resurrection M.C.C. Building Fund.

Michael Roy Boudreaux

Michael Roy Boudreaux, age 38, passed away Sunday, May 13, 2001 after a lengthy illness. Born in Port Neches, Texas. He graduated from Port Neches-Groves High School, attended Southwest Texas State University and served in the United States Navy. Michael was a favorite bartender at the Montrose Mining Company for 8 years.

Michael is survived by his parents, William and Jean Boudreaux of Port Neches, his sister Gina Dodson of Austin, brothers, William Jr. of Chesapeake, Va., and Tony of Port Neches.

A private ceremony was held in Port Neches May 15, 2001.

In lieu of flowers the family has asked that donations in Michael’s name be made to T.A.N. Hospice, 2544 Broadway, Beaumont, Texas 77702. T.A.N. Hospice's phone number is 409-832-8338.

Luther Jenkins

There will be a Celebration of Life for the late Luther Jenkins at Mary’s, 1022 Westheimer, on Sunday, May 20, at 4 p.m. Luther was a member of the Sundance Cattle Company and the Men’s Gay Chorus of Houston.
GUEST VIEWPOINT

House of cards results in minority PWA's getting dealt a losing hand

by T. LYNCH

Providing services for people living with AIDS is tough. Funding is becoming more difficult to obtain, the needs of clients in "care" are more extensive and providers struggle with how to manage, train and retain employees who face an increasingly challenging client population.

Current epidemiological information shows rapidly increasing rates of HIV infection within communities of color. This proves that current prevention messages aren't being comprehended by many and are virtually nonexistent among linguistically Hispanic clients.

What is Houston's response to this? Recent pivotal events regarding two minority HIV service providers provide proof that Houston's HIV positive men and women of color seeking medical care are in trouble.

First in this pair of crumbling events—a few months ago Donald R. Watkins Foundation, one of the largest local African American HIV/AIDS service providers failed to submit their Ryan White fund application on time. Their stupidity causes them to loose the chance at $1,000,000 in funding for primary medical care for African-Americans. As a result, their Comroe Medical Clinic closes and the many of their other services are curtailed.

Secondly, the city's longest and largest Hispanic agency, Amigos Volunteers in Education and Services, virtually closes amidst finger pointing and accusations regarding management, funding deficits and self dealing among its board of directors and agency management. Recent press reports articulate disgruntled employees, "he-said-she-said" squabbling between past and present executive directors and 500 medically indigent clients who now have nowhere to turn for their care.

Within a matter of months, two of the largest minority medical care providers in this city are essentially off the map.

What apparently happened is that Francisco Sanchez, president of the board assumed the executive directorship and the $75,000 annual salary. Did it occur to anyone that individuals who agree to serve on a non-profit board do so without remuneration? Even if Sanchez resigned from the board to accept the top job, how appropriate was that action, especially in light of the fact that he continued to operate his political consulting business? These decisions made by the board of directors enabled Sanchez to be a part-time employee collecting a full-time salary. One can only assume that there was no one else in the country willing to take such a low-paying position.

Where was board of director oversight during this tenuous period? Reportedly there was a $400,000 deficit at the time of Mora's departure. Where was the guy with the abacus? Where were the famous checks and balances we learned about in junior high civics classes? Why were the written concerns of employees (some with excellent professional reputations) ignored by Sanchez and others?

Rumors and innuendo about financial issues at AVES had been circulating for months. Many well-connected board members must have known at least suspected the gravity of the situation. Why was their response? According to published reports, the majority of them abandoned ship at time when they were needed most.

Community leaders seemed happy to have their name on an agency letterhead until they actually had to work to keep it there. With the available talent on the board, they could have managed AVES and kept it afloat until a real executive director was found.

Additionally funders should have suspected that there were problems. Incorrect filings regarding the use of federal funds are serious. If, as reported, financial information was submitted to fund directors, they could have managed AVES.

As a result of their bureaucratic ineptitude, monies previously given to AVES could not be redistributed via the time consuming and cumbersome disbursement system mandated by the Ryan White Planning Council and Harris County Health Department.

When did they all jump aboard a new provider, who will that be? Will it be an agency with eight years experience in the Hispanic community?

HIV-related medical care in the Latino community is one of the most complicat ed in the industry. In addition to the obvious linguistic and literacy issues, clinics and physicians must deal with religious prejudices toward sex control, sexual subjugation of women, distrust of western medicine in favor of traditional remedies, a general unwillingness to ask for services and care outside of the nuclear family and the whole conundrum surrounding immigration issues. Will the new agency have the necessary cultural sensitivity to deal with pregnant Hispanic women, arguably the most disempowered group of infected individuals?

This situation can be salvaged; AVES can be resuscitated. A team approach is best in this instance. Major funders should provide an external audit group to assess the current financial situation. Contracts with employees, vendors and medical providers must be renegotiated in good faith. Programs should be reinstated by someone with proven skills in ASO/CBO management and implementation.

Most importantly, clients should be contacted by whoever manages possible. If this does not happen, in all likelihood many of those who received medical care from AVES will opt not to receive treatment from any provider. They will enter medical at some point in the future when they are too ill to do otherwise and when their treatment options will be much more limited.

J.T. Lynch is a freelance Houston writer who may be reached through this publication.

Within a matter of months, two of the largest minority medical care providers in this city are essentially off the map.
VIEWPOINT
Letter to the editor

Q-Patrol is still around and still needs your help

Dear Editor,

Volunteerism has always been the backbone of our community, and now as we end National Volunteer Week I once again plead for help from the community. I know that there is not a single organization in our community that doesn't need help, but I am putting forward this urgent call to arms.

Q-Patrol, Inc. has been a factor in the neighborhood for almost 10 years, but it is entirely feasible that we will not be here to see our anniversary in July. Last year, we made an urgent plea for volunteers in the Houston Voice and the Houston Chronicle that call was barely answered.

Now, Q-Patrol needs three things from the community.

First, PEOPLE. We need to increase the number of members on the streets on Saturday nights; we need to restart our Friday night patrols; and we would like to be able to put a group on the street during special events in the community. One shift a month is all we ask, about three hours.

We are not looking for ex-Green Berets or martial art's grand masters, only people over the age of 18 who have a desire to help others. We will train you to recognize the trouble areas of the neighborhood and suspicious vehicles and people. We accept everyone who is willing to help out your fellow citizen.

Second, MONEY. Our group has three expenses: rent at the Community Center, voice mail, and the radio system. The first two are manageable, but the third is a tremendous bill that doesn't change with lack of radio use.

Right now, we have enough funds to get us through June 2001. Any amount is appreciated and is tax deductible (we are a 501c3 organization). Look for our fundraisers along Pacific Street in the upcoming weeks or contact us by phone or mail. In the past when we have mentioned that we were in trouble, somehow something has come through. We need that miracle from you now.

Third, ACKNOWLEDGMENT. We would like to know from the community if we are still needed. Two years ago when Q-Patrol marched in the Pride Parade as its own group, I heard bystanders yelling that they were glad to see us. Some, though, had thought we had disbanded. Let us know if you think we still need to be around, and give us some suggestions how to survive.

We can use a good portion of all three of these things, but we need them quickly.

I know some people are saying, "Gee we've heard all this before." Yes, you have, but if we don't increase membership and funding, Q-Patrol will not survive. We don't want that to happen, but it's a reality lurking on the horizon.

Please, Houston, step up to the plate and help us help you.

Q-Patrol, Inc. is a 501(c)3 non-profit corporation dedicated to the protection from and education of hate crimes based on actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender identity. Q-Patrol, Inc. operates a Citizen's on Patrol program in the Montrose area on Friday and Saturday nights.

No special skills or abilities are necessary, only a desire to help others.

Q-Patrol, Inc. is affiliated with the Houston Police Department's Citizens on Patrol program.

If you want to join us or just get more information, please call 713-528-SAFE (7233) or e-mail us at qpatrolinc@aol.com or qpatrolinc@hotmail.com.

Sincerely,

Chris Arasin
Chairman, Q-Patrol, Inc.

Let us know what you think!
Send the editor your letters (400 words maximum) or op-ed submissions (800 words maximum). Include a name and phone number for verification.

Houston Voice,
500 Lovett, Suite 200,
Houston, TX 77006
fax: 713-529-9531
e-mail: editor@houstonvoice.com
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compiled from staff reports

"Got the annual smooch with a guy. It's not the most fun thing in the world, but I agreed to play this role, and [Producer] Greg Berlanti does want to take it that far. ... [Once a year is] as far as I'm going to take it. I don't think teenagers need to see two guys kissing on a weekly basis."
—Actor Kerr Smith (right), whose recurring gay character on "Dawson's Creek" kissed another guy on the May 2 episode, to Entertainment Weekly

"Sometimes [a gay sex scene] is real comfortable and sometimes it's not. It depends on the day. With Randy [Harrison, who plays frequent sex partner Justin], it's really easy because we work well together and we're good friends. But sometimes, when it's with a stranger, like a day player, you get guys who aren't very comfortable with the subject matter, regardless of whether we have our clothes on or not. And then it becomes tough."
—Actor Gale Harold, Brian on Showtime's "Queer As Folk," to the New York Blade News, April 27

"When I came out to my stepmother, she said, 'Ooh, do be careful if you're going to tell your aunt.' When I told my aunt, she said, 'Ooh, are you going to tell your sister? Do be careful.' When I told my sister, she said, 'Ooh, I don't know what your nephew is going to think about it.' When I told my nephew, he said, 'Ooh, I'm glad you didn't tell me years ago because I don't know what my school friends would have thought about it.'"
—British actor Sir Ian McKellen to the Philadelphia Daily News, April 30

"People will always gossip and they can think what they like. Surely what matters is that the children are loved."
—Former tennis pro Hana Mandlikova (left), winner of four Grand Slam tournament titles, to Tennis Week, about her plans to soon give birth to twins she conceived naturally with a male friend. Mandlikova, 39, a native of Czechoslovakia, lives with Liz Ressague, an American fitness trainer and her partner of more than two years

"I think I've done my bit for heterosexuality. If other actresses can play lesbians, then so can I. Women are so much more considere than men. They're a lot more sensual and better lovers all round."
—Joan Collins to Britain's Daily Record, May 2

"It may seem that gay characters are extremely mainstream, but they're not as fully developed as their straight counterparts. Overwhelmingly, gay characters are present in sitcoms. Generally, networks think the American public can take homosexuality when it's tempered with humor. They don't show them experiencing a large emotional range."
—GLAAD's Scott Seomin to the Philadelphia Daily News, April 30

"While [Tom] Cruise thoroughly respects others' rights to follow their own sexual preference, he is not a homosexual and had no relationship of any kind with Kyle Bradford and does not even know him."
—From a $100 million lawsuit filed May 2 by Tom Cruise against porn actor Chad Slater (Kyle Bradford) who, the suit alleges, told the French publication Acustar he's having a sexual affair with Cruise. Slater/Bradford denies speaking to the magazine.

"I kind of like [Eminem's song] 'Stan.' I liked it that Elton [John] did it with him at that Grammys thing, because he was suspected to be homophobic. So I guess that put that down. Which is good because it is only showbiz. It's good to remember that, otherwise you start thinking, 'What the fuck's happening in the world, man?'"
—Paul McCartney (right) to the music magazine Mojo Collections, as reported by Gay.com UK May 2
around the world

Egyptian police arrest dozens in busts of sex party, gay wedding

CAIRO (AP)—Some 55 people—mostly teenagers—were detained last week in connection with sex parties on a boat in the Nile, Egyptian prosecutors said. Investigators arrested the teens during one of the twice-weekly parties, where they painted their faces and had gay and group sex, the officials said on condition of anonymity. The revelers have been detained since their May 11 arrest at a party on a restaurant boat anchored in the Nile off Cairo's upscale island of Zamalek. Undercover security officers and the driver of a horse-drawn tour boat said they witnessed a mass arrest at the boat, but the boat's public relations director denied that any arrests took place. Two days earlier, also on the Nile, police rounded up 60 men who were attending a gay wedding, charging them with "deviant sexual acts." Egyptian court sources told Reuters. They said five foreigners detained during the party had been freed, while prosecutors continued to question other revelers on possible charges of "violating the teachings of religion and propagating depraved ideas and moral depravity." The charges carry a maximum jail sentence of five years.

Brazilian lawmakers pressured to reject same-sex unions law

BRASILIA, Brazil (AP)—The Brazilian Congress was expected to vote Wednesday on legislation that would make that country the first in Latin America to legally recognize same-sex unions. The bill, originally drafted in 1995 by Marta Suplicy—a member of Congress who is now mayor of Sao Paulo—would extend benefits such as social security and health plans to same-sex partners and allow them to transfer property rights. If passed by the lower house, it would then need approval of the Senate and President Fernando Henrique Cardoso. The bill is opposed by both the Roman Catholic clergy and an increasingly powerful lobby of evangelical Christians. "Sexuality is ordained for conjugal love between a man and a woman that is between spouses," Catholic Bishop Filippo Santoro said in a letter urging lawmakers to reject the bill. Luiz Mott, president of Gay Group Bahia, who calls Brazil "the undisputed world champion in gay murders," is not optimistic about the bill's chances, though "this time there seems to be more mobilization on our part than previously and less mobilization by our enemies."

Gay case in Puerto Rico test for progressive domestic violence law

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico—A Puerto Rican judge has ordered that the commonwealth's domestic violence law be applied to a man who violated an order to stay away from his boyfriend, the Orlando Sentinel reported. The case of Leandro Antonio Ruiz, 18, who allegedly hit Juan J. del Valle, 29, on the arm and chest, is the island's first case of same-sex domestic violence to go to court since 1999. Ruiz's attorney tried to use the Puerto Rican sodomy law to keep testimony about the couple's relationship out of court, and pointed out that del Valle would implicate himself in a crime if he admitted to a relationship with Ruiz. But Superior Court Judge Elisa Figueroa Bazza agreed with prosecutors that the domestic-violence law is a special statute that supersedes the criminal code, and gave del Valle immunity from sodomy prosecution so he could testify about the abuse.

Dutch prime minister warns Muslim leaders against anti-gay slurs

AMSTERDAM—Dutch Prime Minister Wim Kok called recent anti-gay comments made by Muslim clerics "very serious and extraordinarily hurtful," Reuters reported. Kok said members of the Dutch cabinet would meet with Muslim imams, or prayer leaders, to inform them that anti-gay comments were not proper in the country. Kok's comments were in response to statements from Rotterdam imam Khalil el-Moumni, who said homosexuality was a sickness that could destroy society. El-Moumni's comments sparked an outcry among group leaders, which urged the prime minister to take action against the "absurd and intolerant remarks." One imam told a Dutch newspaper that homosexuality was "shameless, improper, scandalous and intolerable," while another was reported as saying medical treatment was the only solution. The public prosecutor in Rotterdam is investigating to see whether the prayer leaders could be prosecuted for discrimination or defamation.

Dutch prime minister asks members of his government to meet with Muslim prayer leaders, who recently called homosexuality 'a sickness.'

Australian state to consider adding gays to domestic violence law

BRISBANE—Under proposed reforms to domestic violence laws in the Australian state of Queensland, same-sex couples and children would be able to request domestic violence protection orders in the courts, the Age reported. Queensland Families Minister Judy Spence said the reforms would ensure people in family and domestic relationships were protected from violence. "Domestic violence is not confined to married couples," said Spence, who proposed to extend protection to people abused by their relatives and in informal care and intimate personal relationships. She said youths also needed education on identifying the danger signs of potentially abusive relationships. "It is not only important to have mutual respect in a relationship but respect for ourselves," she said. It will likely be several months before the changes are voted on.
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Imagine Love
Celebration of Minicucci’s life planned for May 27 at HLGCC

Continued from Page 2

ing, but by offering great story ideas and helping other writers flesh out story topics," Voice editor, Wendy Mohon, said. "Though I’ll certainly miss Maria from a professional standpoint, I’ll also greatly miss the wonderful friendship she offered to me and everyone at the paper.

"And while Maria was always very serious-minded about activism and her role in the community, what I’ll always remember is her surprising dry wit and the way she loved to dance," Mohon added.

There will be celebration of life on Sunday, May 27, at 4 p.m. at the Houston Lesbian & Gay Community Center, 803 Brookover.

"It will be informal, just an opportunity for people to share their memories of Maria," said Brooker. "We will have food, and since Maria loved to dance and loved disco music, we will have disco. Dancing will be encouraged.

Brooker said that Murphy has requested that people who wish to send flowers or make contributions in Minicucci’s memory make contributions to the Community Center.

Brooker said that the Community Center Board of Directors intends to establish the Maria Minicucci Memorial Fund.

"Deb and the board will decide on the most worthwhile and appropriate use for the fund in continuing the invaluable work Maria did at the center," he said.

Flowers may be delivered between 6 and 9 p.m. on weekdays, or noon-4 p.m. on Saturday, when a volunteer is on duty.

Maria Minicucci Memorial Fund
Houston Lesbian & Gay Community Center, P.O. Box 2304
Houston, Texas 77252-2304

Home Depot can do more for gay employees, activist says

Continued from Page 1

shareholders vote against it.

When the move was made public in media reports late last month, it ignited a firestorm of controversy among gay customers and employees of the nation’s largest home improvement chain.

"We really heard from a number of our associates, particularly our long-time associates, who said, ‘We know the company doesn’t discriminate,’” said Suzanne Apple, vice president of community affairs for Home Depot.

"We have a respect-for-all-people policy and we have a culture of inclusion. [They said] ‘it’s important to us as associates of the company that we be explicit.

And so we said, ‘Well, you know, you’re right. We should be explicit because we don’t discriminate,’” she added.

Knox also credited company employees with helping to spur the new policy.

"I think Home Depot employees deserve a tremendous amount of credit because they have advocated very effectively for themselves and have also maximized their relationships with gay customers," he said.

But Knox was less impressed with the move by Home Depot. Georgia Equality has been involved in ongoing discussions with the home improvement giant to encourage the company to offer domestic partner benefits.

Last June, Georgia Equality targeted Home Depot as one of 10 companies in the state that they want to see offer the benefits to employees. Coca-Cola, Delta Airlines, Bell South and the parent company of Atlanta Gas Light were the first four to respond by adding DP benefits to company policy.

Knox said he thought Home Depot would be No. 5. That hasn’t happened. The other companies include UPS, Wachovia Bank, Shaw Industries (now acquired by Berkshire-Hathaway), Georgia Pacific and Gulfstream Aerospace.

"Where they are now is exactly where they were with us three weeks before this controversy started over their stockholders’ questions," Knox said. "They claim to not discriminate against their LGBT employees and yet they don’t offer equal pay for equal work in the form of domestic partner benefits.

Apple said the company sees the two issues, employment discrimination and domestic partner benefits, as two separate topics.

"We’re looking at our own benefits and the implication of [providing DP benefits],” Apple said. "It affects all categories of eligible dependents, not just domestic partners."

Still, Knox said he hopes people do not celebrate the latest gay-friendly news from Home Depot so long that they forget what the company has not done. He wants employees and customers to keep pressure on Home Depot to offer domestic partner benefits.

"All they have done is what ought to be a basic minimum in any company,” Knox said. "All they have done is to say something that they said already, which was, ‘We don’t discriminate.

‘There’s no growth in this from the company standpoint.’"

In her own words...

While Maria Minicucci wrote news and features stories for the Houston Voice, she is most remembered for her opinion columns. The following are excerpts from some of the opinion pieces Minicucci has written for the Voice about her favorite topic, activism.

Take time out to say thanks to those who give back

I am amazed at how many of us, regardless of our differences or how quickly we may want to climb that professional ladder, find the time and inclination to volunteer.

Those efforts produce amazing results. We fix things that are broken, in the broadest sense of the meaning. We create new things. We carry out the meaning of caring for others and our environment. We accomplish all that in the name of volunteerism, a name that generally underestimates the depth and value of its purpose.

Our society places such value on status, privilege, wealth and winning as rewards for hard work. Volunteerism, without a doubt, falls into the category of hard work, but without those rewards sanctioned by society.

There are certainly rewards that come with volunteering—strength of character, satisfaction of spirit and a much more savory sense of the world. So, all of you “volunteers” out there, who at times, become skeptical or doubtful or feel under appreciated, take the rewards you deserve. They are Priceless.

Ladies need not apply

Not all too many years ago, in living rooms, church basements and parks, women were gathering and talking and talking and talking. From those conversations across the country, something magnificent occurred—the Women’s Movement.

It moved many of us, and it seemed, could move the rest of society. Yes, our purpose was power; our goal, revolution. We carried out this work for change with fervor and with passion, as if our lives depended on it. Our rage against too many injustices and too many atrocities against too many people propelled us to mobilize and create places to heal, to create, to work and to play.

I remember the exhilaration felt in working alongside thousands of other women to turn the world upside down and inside out.

But our enthusiasm began to wane, our confidence began to erode, replaced by fear and doubt... A once radical and raucous momentum has turned into a mere “ladylike” fizzle. We have taken up “niceness” as a mass movement and in doing so have betrayed feminist politics.

Our work remains formidable; our devotion remains fierce. But it is quite follyhard to expect ladies to do women’s work.

Nothing is wrong with being ‘on the outside’

I freely and with pride admit that I am a woman in love. I have, for 25 years, been completely captivated, enthralled and ecstatic with my heart’s desire. There never has been nor ever will be a worthy rival to influence my life choice.

This Great Love in my life is—My Lesbianism.

As we celebrate Gay Pride 2001, many of “queer revelers” will fill the streets hoping that anyone who is dubious, will be convinced that being gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered is okay, acceptable even.

Alas, my jubilation over Gay Pride and all that it represents has, over the years, diminished. My enthusiasm for my lesbianism has remained solidly intact. But, I have become increasingly disconcerted over our strident efforts to assimilate so thoroughly with the status quo.

As sexual outlaws, we are relegated to the fringes of society; we are on the outside looking in. At first glance, a logical strategy may be to maneuver to the more prominent position of front and center.

Let us take another look from the fringes; let us consider the possibility that there may be advantages to being on the outside. What possible advantages could there be?

We have much more ‘space’ to recreate thoughts, values, mind sets, ways of being that reflect a gentler, kinder civilization. Living among the edge leaves us more unencumbered by psychic debris; the stuff that is detrimental to persons and the planet.

Some queers, consciously or not, have taken up their place on the fringes with relish. Those audacious queers may, in fact, prove to be a boost to our soaring spirits and ‘soulful’ sensibilities rather than an embarrassment to the ‘Family.’

This year, consider taking Pride a step further, embrace the privilege of being among society’s sexual outlaws. We live extraordinary lives. We love in extraordinary ways. Aren’t we worth staying on the outside of ordinary?
Hate crimes bill becomes law, Senate passes DOMA
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Hate crimes bill becomes law

Designating “new classes of citizens” in a hate crime bill could be unwise and possibly divisive, the governor has said.

Perry raised those concerns again Friday even as he signed into law the James Byrd Jr. Hate Crimes Act, named for a black man who was dragged to death in 1998 in east Texas.

“I just don’t know how it’s going to affect us in the future,” Perry said. But he said he made the decision to sign the bill “in the quietness of my own heart.”

The bill was the subject of emotional legislative debate for years. It won final approval from lawmakers May 10.

The governor said he wanted to unite the state. Four Democratic legislators and the parents of James Byrd Jr. joined Perry as he signed the bill.

Perry said he knew some Texans would disagree with his decision.

“I would ask them to try to do what I have done, tried to walk in another person’s shoes,” said Perry, a Republican who was noncommittal on the legislation until Friday.

Texas already had a hate-crimes law that increases penalties if a crime is proven to be “motivated by bias or prejudice,” but it does not list specific categories of people who would be protected. Some prosecutors have said it is too vague to enforce.

Two years ago, a bill that would strengthen the hate crimes law passed the House but died in the Senate when critics complained it created unnecessary distinctions for homosexuals.

Then-Gov. George W. Bush refused to support the measure, saying all crimes are hate crimes. When Bush ran for president, Democrats criticized him for that stance.

The James Byrd Jr. Hate Crimes Act strengthens penalties for crimes motivated by the victim’s race, religion, color, sex, disability, sexual preference, age or national origin.

Sen. Rodney Ellis, a Houston Democrat who fought for the legislation, said he has visited the site of Byrd’s death in Jasper. He praised the small town for the way it has responded to the crime.

“To be honest with you, I’ve never been a big fan of small Southern towns, but this tragedy, James Byrd Jr.’s death, brought out the best in that little town in terms of people coming together after a tragedy,” Ellis said.

If it can stop someone, or stop some mother, from having the same pain I’ve had, it was well worth the work,” she said, tears in her eye.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson, a Houston Democrat and bill sponsor, praised Perry for having the courage to sign the legislation. She said several lawmakers had “battle scars” from years of fighting for the law.

Dianne Hardy-Garcia, executive director of the Lesbian Gay Rights Lobby of Texas, also praised Perry. She said he may endure political heat from opponents of the law.

“Today is a historic day for gay and lesbian Texans,” she said on Friday. “This is the first time we’ve been protected by Texas law.”

School non-discrimination bill progresses

The school non-discrimination measure by Rep. Harriette Ehrhardt, D-Dallas, passed 78-62 on May 10 after a heated debate over language in the bill. In order to become law, it must pass a final House vote and make it through the Senate.

The measure also would cover ethnicity, gender, gender identity, disability and national origin.

Rep. Rick Green, R-Dripping Springs, offered an amendment that would have removed the categories.

“If you believe it’s okay for a teacher in a public school in this state to discriminate against a child if he perceives that child to be homosexual?” Rep. Glen Maxey asked Green. Maxey, D-Austin, is openly gay.

“I do not believe it’s okay to discriminate against anyone for any reason, but I do not believe it’s right to put special classes and special rights to particular groups that don’t apply to everyone,” said Green.

Domin green withdrew the amendment.

There’s no state law that protects from such specific discrimination, said Ehrhardt. The bill does not set up specific punishments for violations.

Similar legislation filed by Ehrhardt last session died in committee.

DOMA approved by Senate

The Texas Senate passed the so-called Defense of Marriage Act Tuesday—a bill which would prohibit Texas from recognizing marriages or unions between people of the same gender.

The Lesbian Gay Rights Lobby of Texas denounced the measure as unnecessary and homophobic.

Currently, Texas law already prohibits same-gender marriage. Vermont is the only state in the union to allow same-gender civil unions, and no other state has recognized those unions.

“We will fight this bill all the way,” said Hardy-Garcia. “This measure is, quite simply, redundant. It is no more than a malicious attempt to single out a group of Texans—a group already denied equal recognition of their relationships. We will continue our efforts to make sure the legislators hear our voices on this issue.”

The bill, SB 488, must pass the House of Representatives before becoming law.

Monday, May 28, is the last day of this legislative session.

Studies not meant as weapons in political battles, APA says
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participants were recruited through groups that had a stake in the outcome of the research.

“It is just poor science,” said Dr. Ron Winchell, a member of the APA and a faculty member at Columbia, where he once served under Spitzer.

“You need to know people’s motives for telling you their results in a self-selected study group,” Winchell said.

Understanding the methods

Spitzer’s study was based on 45-minute telephone surveys of 200 former gay men and lesbians who said they switched to lasting heterosexuality.

Some 55 percent achieved “good heterosexual functioning,” which for this study meant physically satisfying sex at least monthly with their heterosexual partners, and never or rarely fantasizing about the same sex during intercourse or masturbation.

Many of the subjects for Spitzer’s study were referred by “ex-gay” groups. Shidlo and Schroeder interviewed 202 subjects several times over a five-year span from 1995 to 2000 for a study sponsored by the National Gay & Lesbian Task Force, a national grassroots gay civil rights group.

Some 179 of the Shidlo-Schroeder participants reported no change, and an overwhelming majority felt harmed by conversion attempts, reporting in increased feelings of depression, anxiety, failure and shame.

Some of those even reported feeling suicidal, and 16 more participants became celibate as a result of trying to change, according to the study.

Shidlo and Schroeder acknowledged that six participants, or 3 percent, reported a successful and satisfying change.

Spitzer under fire

Word of Spitzer’s presentation drew immediate fire from fellow psychiatrists, analysts, gay rights groups and the APA, which distanced itself from the methodology and findings of the study in a press release before the symposium.

Winchell said he doubted the science behind the study.

“Spitzer was the first to teach me hard-nosed methodology, which he is blatantly ignoring in this study,” Winchell said.

Spitzer relied on a non-random survey and many participants were recommended from groups like Exodus International and the National Association of Reparative Therapy of Homosexuals, groups that try to “cure” gays of their homosexuality.

Most of the remaining participants in both studies answered newspaper ads to become subjects. Scientists criticized those samples as “self-selected,” and therefore tainted, Winchell said.

At the symposium last week, psychiatrists also criticized the studies, and said they lacked testable scientific method, had no control group and no physiological testing of sexual attraction.

Critics also charged that Spitzer’s study assumed from the beginning that heterosexuality is the only acceptable outcome.

“In this group, there is likely an internalized homophobia, and in many cases, the ‘ex-gay’ movement is these people’s whole social structure and value system,” Winchell said. “The threat of removing that support is a huge pressure to report success.”

Forcing oneself to change homosexual behavior is not surprising, but to permanently change orientation is a different matter, Winchell said.

Window Media completes acquisition

Transaction creates largest gay and lesbian newspaper group

WASHINGTON—Window Media LLC announced Thursday that it has completed the acquisition of the Washington Blade and New York Blade News, making it the largest gay and lesbian newspaper group.

Founded in 1969, the Washington Blade is the nation’s most respected and longest continuously published gay newspaper. In October, 1997, the paper’s publisher launched the New York Blade News, the city’s only weekly publication providing comprehensive coverage of issues of interest to metropolitan New York’s gay and lesbian community.

Window Media publishes the Houston Voice and Atlanta-based Southern Voice with editions covering Georgia, the Mid-South, and New Orleans and the Gulf Coast. Its other publications include the Eclipse, a nightlife guide for Texas, Atlanta and New Orleans; and SOVO magazine, a quarterly publication covering fashion, entertainment and human-interest topics.
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There is nothing like a dame...
...especially one named Edna

by D.L. GROOVER

Dame Edna Everadge is awash in contradictions. She is unquestionably the most famous entertainer in the world (just ask her); she is also a humble, caring housewife from Melbourne, Australia. She sports the latest couturier gowns from the House of Kenneth (her wayward gay son); yet has the fashion sense of Helen Keller. A devoted, grief-stricken, well-worn wife; she is the epitome of the merriest of widows. Politically incorrect, always saying the unsayable, one of her favorite hobbies is posing for photographs with war orphans.

She has narrated and recorded Prokofiev's "Peter and the Wolf" and Madonna's "Like a Virgin." She is a generous splash of Liberace with a pint of aged-in-the-cask Sophie Tucker. She is, in no particular order, a humanitarian, a chanteuse, a week's worth of laundry, an ace performer, a dominatrix with hands dipped in Nivea, a master of improv and retorts, a comedic virtuoso, her own parade.

She is also a he. Under the rhinestone-encrusted frocks, the sequined cat-eye glasses that Elton John would kill for, those glamorous gams only rivaled by Juliet Prowse's, the bouffant crown of hair the fabled color of wisteria, and the sharp tongue used only because "I care, I really do," is an honorary doctorate degree from Griffith University in Australia; the prestigious Ackerley Prize for biography for "My Gorgeous Life," the Order of Australia; a 1st prize from the San Francisco International Film Festival for "The Dame Edna Experience" Tony, Drama Desk, Theatre World, and, newly announced, Theatre Guild awards for "The Royal Tour," as well as the Sir Peter Ustinov Endowment in 1977 for Life Work as an Entertainer.

> Continued on Page 17
Happy plants
Less is more when it comes to watering indoor plants

by ELLA TYLER

Last December, I wrote that a poinsettia that is well cared for might have blooms until Saint Patrick’s Day. I was wrong. At the rate it is going, the one that sits on the table in the Voice’s conference room will have flowers until the Fourth of July. The bracts will be a bit faded and the foliage will be a little pale, but it is basically a happy plant.

And why shouldn’t it be? The room has windows that face South and West, so the room gets plenty of natural light. Carolyn waters it when it needs it; and it spends much of its life at 70 degrees.

The only plant that hasn’t lived happily in that room is one that was right next to the South-facing window and got sunburned. It got big brown marks on it.

So, what can you grow if you don’t have the perfect environment or you aren’t green-thumbed like Carolyn? Take a cue from the plants that are used in public installations, like shopping centers and office buildings.

Plants that are often used in these settings include Chinese evergreens, also called agnomen, grape ivy, different varieties of dieffenbachia and Dracena, philodendron and sansevieria, also called mother-in-law tongue. They are very adaptable to a variety of light conditions and are not sensitive about much.

In the store where I work, the plant care service was discontinued in February, so I’ve been tending the plants until my manager decides what to do next. She told me that the plant-care technician visited only once a month, which seemed incredible to me. However, I’ve been watering at 30-day intervals, and most of the plants are surviving.

Most of them are in 16-inch or larger pots. The smaller pots are clustered together in plastic-lined baskets, thereby reducing evaporation.

I know that more plants are killed by over watering than by under watering, but until I tried watering on this schedule, I had no idea that plants could go this long without water.

Of course, they live in “plant heaven” too. Not much natural light, but the fluorescent lights are on 15 hours a day and the temperature is fairly constant. Many of the plants live on top of the bookcases, away from customers.

When I was studying horticulture, for a course, they live in a foreign environment for house plants on vacation, I was still surprised by how much the care plan for them will vary. The American Nurserymen’s Convention is held in August at the George R. Brown, and the temperature gets pretty high at night when the AC is shut off.

The convention floor is lined with bins of bagged ice, and before people leave for the day, they pack ice around their plants. I assume this reduces the temperature enough for plant health. This is also a much tidier way to water.

Many of your indoor plants can spend the summer outside, and the ones that have high light needs might be the healthier for it. However, I’ve sunburned more than a few plants by putting them in places that were shaded when I put the plant here, but not later in the day. Plants that are outside will need to be watered more often.

I fertilize indoor plants very lightly, with an 8-8-8 water soluble fertilizer about once a month. I use it at half strength, since my goal is to keep plants healthy, but not make them grow. Sometimes I wash them off.

I read a lot of books about plants and am still surprised by how much the care instructions for the same plant vary from book to book.

If your plant is healthy, don’t worry about what the book says. If it’s not, try a little more light, less water and a bit of fertilizer.
Dame Edna makes proud Houston appearance June 5-10

I'm very hands on, I'm in your face, and I'm in Houston!

announced. It's hot news. Mr. Humphries gets best actor for some reason, and he's not even in the show. He makes far too much money for what he does.

The reserved (and never to be seen back stage at the same time as Dame Edna) Mr. Humphries is her alter ego, bete noire, creator, lead writer and harried manager, who's been on the stage since his university days in Melbourne. A character actor from the music hall school of buskers and pearly kings, he's a consummate performer who's played in Beckett's "Waiting for Godot," Lionel Bart's "Oliver," to satiric revues like Spike Milligan's "The Bed Sitting Room," and numerous films such as "The Howling," "Immortal Beloved," and "Spice World."

Prior to giving birth to numerous idiosyncratic characters, though, while a member of the Melbourne Theatre Company in 1955, he introduced the character of Mrs. Eversage, a doughty hausfrau from Moonee Ponds. The rest is history. She grew like kudzu.

After her appearance in "Just a Show" in London and subsequent BBC variety show, "Barry Humphries Scandals," it's no surprise that Monty Python was born. The irreverence, the cross-dressing, the screw-loose comedy shtick that are hallmarks of that zany troupe were first to be found in this miraculous dame.

"It was a very slow evolution," she explained. "I began as a housewife, and consider myself still a housewife. It's just that a beautiful transformation has come over me..." There's a pause. "...particularly since the death of my husband. Oh, I miss him, I miss him every day, but the relief that he's not around is incredible."

Norm, of the faulty internal plumbing, was Dame Edna's constant companion for years, and the father of Kenny (former Quantas steward and president of the Yvonne de Carlo fanclub, as well as the Dame's dress designer du jour). Valmai (estranged lesbian daughter living with a retired Czech tennis pro and raising pit bulls in Flushing, NY, and Braeci, who lives quietly in Melbourne, as far away from mummy as possible.

"Did you know my husband invented chip technology for the prostate?" she asks rhetorically, and then tears off on a high-speed monologue about her favorite subject. "When the prostate problem occurred, our family doctor didn't even know where the prostate was located. That's why I have formed this organization, Friends of the Prostate, to educate people. And I want to launch a Houston chapter of FOP, because I feel the home of the space program could also be the home of the prostate."

"However, Australian scientists developed the equivalent of the iron lung, the iron prostate. This was a machine that did the prostate's work, and Norm was hooked up to it. The trouble is, the machine was the size of a suburban house, and I had to buy the property next to it. The noise kept the whole street awake, and was not practical. Only due to my efforts—and my success enabled me to pay for these things—was this machine miniaturized. So by the time Norm passed away, we had the prostate licked."

"So I'd love to talk to people in Houston about my new ideas, and I welcome the people of Houston to Australia next year for my own event, the World Prostate Olympics. It's mostly water sports."

When asked what accounts for her ageless glamour, the gracious mega-star quickly but humbly replied, "Sven."

Sven, her "big Swedish masseuse" is part of her small but very select entourage. "Sven is working on my neck as I'm talking to you," she purred. "I think I am the acceptable face of glamour. I'm not a classical beauty."

Certainly not a classical, or even baroque beauty, is another of Dame Edna's coterie, Madge Allsop, the great one's gal Friday.

> Continued on Page 18
‘Friends of Kenny’ should enjoy humor of Australia’s favorite merry widow

> Continued from Page 17

assistant, and luggage carrier, who appears in the filmed introduction to her employer’s show giving a sign language translation. Dame Edna has a love/hate relationship with her former bridesmaid, whom she once described as older than the original cast of Star Trek.

“You won’t be seeing Madge in person,” Dame Edna said with obvious relief. “She stays in the hotel cleaning. I’ve supported this woman, this New Zealand minx, for many, many years, and I have to make her work for it, otherwise, she just takes, takes, takes.

“Did you know that Madge invented bungee jumping? Well, we were visiting New Zealand because she always said she wanted to be buried there. So I was trying to buy a little plot for her. We were actually grave shopping. With any luck, I thought, I’d be able to leave her there. Of course like a lot of people, she’s indestructible.

“We were in a part that’s very unstable—volcanically—and we were standing on a little bridge and for some reason or another she fell off, but her surgical hose caught on a nail, and she could have dropped into some molten matter, but she ‘sprang’ back up and the Maori guide said, Bun-Gee Bun-Gee. That’s the Maori word for pantyhose. Not only was her life saved, but simultaneously she invented the sport. I hope that cleared things up.”

And then she whispered, “I haven’t told that to anyone but YOU.”

Another exclusive is that Dame Edna’s “Royal Tour” is on a mission to capture America, and she’ll succeed wildly in NY, San Francisco, Seattle, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Detroit with all their full houses are any indication.

“One of the things that has been giving me huge joy is the reception I’m getting in your homeland. It took America a long time to get the point of me, and now they can’t get enough. They’re lapping me up. The fact that I am probably one of the most adored people in the world is a sign of America’s coming of age: a vision of your maturity and sophistication. And I think Houston is ready for me at last.

“Will Houston like me, do you think? Just between you and me, they tell me Houston needs a bit of a push. I hope I can manage it,” she said with false modesty. “What’s the famous line: Houston, we have a problem. Edna says, Houston, we have NO problem.”

When this absolutely fabulous woman is on stage at Jones Hall, throwing her trademark gladioli (“Snap frozen from my own garden”) or ending the show with her infamous “Gladioli Chorus” (“Stick up your gladiolas and thrust, thrust, thrust”), accompanied by her wicked barbs at the meek and unsuspecting (telling a theater latecomer, “I came here from Australia and I got here on time”), calling everybody “possum,” (“It’s a term of endearment my mother used to use, but when I got to America, I found possums here are more or less RATS”), and making us all sing her gay-friendly “Friends of Kenny” theme song (“Any friend of Kenny’s is a friend of mine”), there truly ARE no other problems in life.

Dame Edna brews theater magic with the effortless ease of a master alchemist. We become children, laughing so hard for so long we ache. It’s the best time in the theater we’ve ever spent.

“I’m very hands on, I’m in your face, and I’m in Houston!”

Calling all Friends of Kenny, or anyone with or without a prostate. Count down, possums, it’s going to be blast off in Space City and Dame Edna is at the controls!

Join us for fabulous drink specials 8-10 nightly $2 Longnecks • $2 Well • $1 Glow Shots

Home of the sexy Glow Girls! This IS the Party Place!!!

Come check out our NEW Sexy Orgasm Body Shots every Wednesday!!!

Re-Inventing the Gay Club Scene

Never A Cover!!! • 21 & Up • 1417-8 Westheimer • 713.522.5166

THEATRE NEW WEST

presents

BED, BOYS & BEYOND

A Musical Revue About Being Gay...Today!

NOW THRU MAY 26

Friday & Saturday only

Music by Alfredo Alvarez
Book & Lyrics by Jeff Dobbins

Directed by Joe Watts
Music Direction by Michael Harren

Starring:
Jeff Dawson, Basil Anderson, David Barron, Ronnie Boyd, & Laurence Edwards

1415 California St. Houston, TX 77006

(Can be found on the ground floor of the Sonoma Restaurant building)

Curtains: 8pm
Tickets $20
Reservations:
713-394-0464

“a lovely tribute to contemporary gay trials, tribulations and mostly joys...slacker, imaginative direction...diverse voices...blend like the best gay men choruses around.”

-D.J. Grover, Houston Voice
Transgender Festival 2.0
Gender variant talent gets their time to shine over the weekend. First up is "12 Minutes MAXI!" on Friday. This is a hugely popular event, always worthwhile and thought-provoking. Everybody gets 12 minutes allotted to strut their stuff. With the gals as guys, or guys as dolls, look for TG standup comedian Jami Ward, poet Troy Ham, performance artist Kimberly Bunnham, and Dallas' Janell DuBois to take you out of your comfy little space and into theirs. Saturday, author Judith Halberstam of "Female Masculinity" and "The Drag King Book" narrates a slide show on identity. And you thought she'd show travel pictures? Following the noted professor, will be Mo B. Dick, the man, the myth, the motion. He is NYC's drag king of the hill, and he's just as likely to pull out and prove it to you. Should be quite a show.
May 18, 8 p.m. (Halberstam and Mo B. Dick)
DiverseWorks, 1117 East Freeway (N. Main @ Naylor)
713-228-8346

Mr. Bundy
This isucky," says Cassidy, the little girl in Jane Martin's drama, and you well might believe her. Mr. Bundy, her very nice next door neighbor and baby sitter, has been exposed by a busboy/religious couple as a former child molester. What to do, especially now that Robert and Catherine are attempting to shore up their shaky marriage after Robert's adulterous affair? Who gets to cast the first stone? Quite a few get bonked on the head in this passionately dramatic look into privacy, forgiveness, guilt, hate, and sex, of course.
May 18 - June 23
Actors Theatre of Houston, 2506 South Blvd.
713-529-6006

Deathtrap
Ira Levin has written some of the chilliest thrillers: "A Kiss Before Dying," "The Stepford Wives," "The Boys From Brazil," and his classic "Rosemary's Baby." Here, he gives the chills a few laughs, as he sends up the genre while reveling in it. Burned-out playwright Sydney likes his student's play so much, he's willing to do just about anything to get his name on it. There are more twists and turns than a grande prix, dead people turn up alive, straight people go gay. A hugely popular stage and screen success (remember Superman, Christopher Reeve, kissing Michael Caine in the movie?). Let's see how they handle that here.
May 18 - June 23
The Company Onstage, 536 Westbury Square
713-726-1219

Hedwig and the Angry Inch
As an advance screening, our own Houston Gay and Lesbian Film Festival kicks off to an impressive, rousing start (and in high heels, too) with this already cult item. John Cameron Mitchell's zinging musical is a tasty combo platter of sexy sleazy Almodovar, gossipy Douglas Sirk soap, and bizarro Kiki and Herb, wherein a botched sex-change operation leaves poor Hedwig pining for closure, if not a zipper. "What I Did for Love" will close.
May 19, 7:30 p.m. May 24, 9 p.m.
Museum of Fine Arts Houston, 1001 Bissonnet
713-639-7540

Paragraph 175
Oscar-winning documentarians Jeffrey Friedman and Rob Epstein ("The Celluloid Closet," "The Life and Times of Harvey Milk," "Common Threads") illuminate the fatal consequences implied in paragraph 175 of the German Penal Code: "An unnatural sex act committed between persons of the male sex or by humans with animals is punishable by imprisonment; the loss of civil rights may also be imposed." Narrated by gay icon Rupert Everett, the persecution yet ultimate survival of 10 gay men from the Nazi horrors is laid out, as well as is their incredible determination, hope, and struggle to tell their amazing stories for the younger generation. Absolutely, a must see.
May 19, 7:30 p.m. May 20, 7 p.m.
MFAH, 1001 Bissonnet, kat. 713-639-7540

The Devil's Disciple
For George Bernard Shaw's only work set in America, he gave his 1897 social comedy a rough-hewn masculine charm, much like what people on the Continent thought of us. We're in New Hampshire during the American Revolution. Prodigal son Dick Dudgeon, the town's roughish reprobate, visiting the Parson's wife, is mistaken for the minister by the British who want to make an example of the man of the cloth. Sentenced to be hanged, the young man finds morality, the minister courage, and the stuffy British gin made fun of. Delightful Shaw badinage, as only the Great Curmudgeon could do.
May 23 - June 17
Alley Theatre, 615 Texas
713-228-4421

"Most deli owners go home at 8 p.m.
Mere mortals!"

KATZ'S NEVER KLOSES

616 WESTHEIMER (2 BLOCKS EAST OF MONTROSE) 713.521.3838
Experience the newest S&M Bar* in Houston!

*Stand & Model, sweetie!

FOX DINER

"...a lavish bar that would not be bad to simply sip a martini in."
—The Rice Thresher

"Great Gatsby of a bar."
—Upper Kirby Progressive

Thursday Nights feature $3.75 Foxmopolitans
Come for a little Soul with Gospel Brunch on Sundays!

HOURS
Monday-Thursday
Friday -Saturday
Sunday Brunch
Sunday Gumbo Night
11am-10pm
11am-11pm
11am-3pm
3pm-9pm

2815 S. SHEPHERD • HOUSTON, TX 77098 • 713.523.5FOX

Eating Out

Tasteful gluttony

Todai offers rare combo of variety and quality in its all-you-can-eat buffet

by KATHRENEE LEE

Gluttony, excess, intemperance—these are the words I associate with all-you-can-eat buffets. These are places where the patrons do not dine for the mere necessity of nutrition or survival or for the simple pleasure of savoring a flavor, but rather where they go to gorge themselves for the sake of getting the biggest bang for the buck or for the sake of distending the smooth muscles of their stomach just that much further to make room for the cheesecake.

Most buffet restaurants in Houston, whether it be the Golden Corral or China Buffet, offer the same small and hackneyed rotation of deep-fried fare topped with the all-consuming sauce. It’s not fried chicken with barbecue sauce then it’s fried chicken with sweet and sour sauce.

Houston diners no longer have to settle for the same greasy stock and have a new option with the opening of TODAI, a Japanese seafood buffet which presents its signature 160-foot buffet counter offering a vast array of foods.

With 40 different kinds of sushi, 48 diverse varieties of salads and starters, 56 distinctive hot entrees, and 48 assorted desserts, Todai offers even the pickiest of eaters a panoply of choices.

With 40 different kinds of sushi, 48 diverse varieties of salads and starters, 56 distinctive hot entrees, and 48 assorted desserts, Todai offers even the pickiest of eaters a panoply of choices.

The expansive seafood selection includes fried blue crab, jumbo shrimp with lobster sauce, crab omelet, whole snow crab and lobster, raw oysters, green mussels, and a school of diverse fish including halibut, mahi mahi, Chilean sea bass, snapper, swordfish, and salmon.

The preparation varies from fried, grilled, sautéed, and many dishes are served with a range of conglomerate ingredients such as the shrimp ball with vegetables (dim-sum style), seafood quiche, or one of my favorites, the dynamite, which is a spicy steamed scallop wrapped in bacon and served on top of an oyster half shell.

With large colorful models of tropical fish hanging from the rafters, live crawfish, rib-eyes, spare ribs, potato pizza, egg plant with garlic sauce, vegetable tempuras, and an array of salads including asparagus salad, artichoke and cucumber salad, Caesar salad, potato salad, mushroom salad, and spinach salad.

Hungry yet?

While all the items above might not be available at every meal, you should be able to find your niche within the sprawling buffet counter. There is no ordering a la carte and so every meal is a buffet.

Lunch is $12.95 Monday through Thursday and $14.95 Friday through Sunday and on holidays. Dinner is $22.95 Monday through Thursday, and $24.95 Friday through Sunday and on holidays.

The buffet rates for children are based on their projected consumption amount, i.e. their height. Children under 5 feet are 50 percent the usual price for adults. Children under 4 feet pay $5.95 for lunch and $6.95 for dinner. Children under 3 feet pay $4.95 for lunch and dinner. Children under 2- and-a-half feet eat for free.

For those vertically challenged adults, such as myself, who hover around the 5 feet range, these rates, unfortunately only apply to children.

Located within the large Marq'E Entertainment complex where children and their families can enjoy a number of activities, Todai’s is the next stop after you’ve worked up a gastronomical appetite.

With large colorful models of tropical fish hanging from the rafters, live crawfish, lobster, and fish swimming in large tanks, and a yellow plush mascot evoking images of familiar Sanrio characters like Hello Kitty and Kero Kero Keroppi, Todai offers the perfect family buffet get away for all gluttons ready to meet their match.
A piece of her heart

A CD combo of Janis Joplin's letters home and best music is fascinating, but harbors a few mosquitoes.

Whether or not you're a fan of dramatic re-enactments, if you're a fan of JANIS JOPLIN, you want to hear LOVE, JANIS. The CD is a companion to the off-Broadway musical by the same title that opened last month.

The compilation intersperses some of the '60s rock star's best music with tracks of an actor reading letters the star wrote to her family from 1965 until her death five years later. Listening to the CD is comparable to lying on a sunny Mexican beach being bitten repeatedly by mosquitoes. You love being at the beach and you're excited to be there. But some parts of the experience are so irritating you almost have to pack up your floral print tote bag and head back to the hotel.

Or, in my case, stop the CD and take a few deep breaths before listening to the rest of the overly dramatic readings, delivered by Catherine Curtin.

If you summon your patience, though, and get past Curtin's tendency to squeeze oceans of innuendo out of a phrase like, "Oh, guess what," there's a lot to enjoy in Joplin's letters home to her family. We never doubted Joplin was smart and funny, did we? Actually, I had never thought about it. Of course there had to be more to her than the hippie life and hard living, but I had no idea what it might be. Her articulate, loving, witty and sometimes puppy-enthusiastic letters home to "Mother and Dad" reveal a side to Joplin that casual fans like me might easily have missed.

The first letter on the CD, written at the beginning of Joplin's career in 1965, begins, "With a great deal of trepidation, I bring the news: I'm in San Francisco." The letters chart Joplin's rise to stardom, often in a "don't worry about me" tone that many listeners will remember using in letters home to their own parents.

Like most other daughters, Joplin doesn't tell the folks back home about her numerous affairs with men and women, her drug use or her tough persona in the letters. But she does show a sense of humor and perspective that plenty of stars lack.

"Right now, my position is ambivalent," she wrote in 1965, the day she began rehearsal with the band Big Brother & the Holding Company, "I'm not at all sold on the idea of becoming a poor man's Cher." A couple of years later, after gushing to her family about the reviews she and her band received for the album "Cheap Thrills," she promised, "I'll try and write again when I'm not so enamored with myself.

The last letter on the CD, written just a month before her death of a heroin overdose in October 1970, reveals Joplin's usually unspoken fears. Telling her parents about a boyfriend, she wrote, "He really did love me and he was so good to me, Mommy, and he wants to come back and marry me. I thought I would die without someone besides fans asking me, but he meant it. And who knows, I may get tired of the music biz someday."

Janis Joplin's sister, Laura Joplin, conceived the idea for the stage show and companion CD. After she and brother Michael Joplin re-read their sister's letters home, they got interested in using them to create a biography about her. "The letters may have yellowed with age," Laura Joplin writes, "but the words written on them were sharp, expressive and honest."
calender

Gay Men’s Process Group, 7 p.m., 3316 Mt. Vernon, 713-526-4356.
Men’s Network Discussion group for local, educational development of gay and bisexual men, 7 p.m., Montrose Counseling Center, 713-529-0937.
Northwoods AIDS Coalition Food Pantry Open, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., 281-633-2055.
O’Mara Classes, 3 p.m., 713-607-7786.
Houston Lesbian and Gay Community Center drop-in hours 6 to 9 p.m., Lesbian Coming Out Group, + Positive Art Workshop Photography exhibition, 803 Hawthorne, 713-524-8181.
Gay Men’s Health, Montrose Counseling Center, 713-529-0937.
BiNet Houston, Men’s mixer, 713-467-4380.

wednesday, may 23
Free HIV Testing, Thomas Street Clinic, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., 2015 Thomas Street, 713-792-4026.
Free HIV Testing by the Montrose Clinic, 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., Mary’s Venture & E/K, 713-830-3000.
Biff Houston, 7:30 p.m., Women’s Social, 713-487-4380
Women’s Network, Montrose Counseling Center Discussion group for social, educational development of gay and bisexual women, 7 p.m, Montrose Counseling Center, 713-529-0937.
Northwoods AIDS Coalition Food Pantry open, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., 713-486-4514.
Project: Cancer Workshops, AH, 2032 Wadley, 713-623-6796.
Out Skate Roller Skating Club, 8 to 10 p.m., 8075 Cook Road, 281-895-2814.
Rainbow Ranglers free C&W dance lessons, Brazos River Bottom, 7 p.m., 713-860-6670.
Bible Study, Noon & 6:30 p.m., St. Stephen’s Episcopal, 713-526-6666.
Spiritual uplift service, 7 p.m., Bible Study, 7:30 p.m., Resurrection MCC, 713-861-9149.
Freelance Art Classes by Kermit Eusseh for HIV individuals, 1 to 4 p.m., Lunch provided, 713-523-9320.
Houston Tennis Club, 9 a.m. Memorial Park at the Tennis Center, 713-892-2939.
Lesbian Literature Discussion Group, 7 p.m, 713-523-9397.
Houston Pride Band, Open rehearsal, 1307 Yale, 713-527-6931.
www.houstonprideband.org
Bering Memorial United Methodist Church, Dinner at 6:30 p.m, Wellness Support Group, 7 a.m., 524-4910.
Houston Lesbian and Gay Community Center drop-in hours 6 to 9 p.m., Lesbian and Gay Community Center drop-in hours 6 to 9 p.m., Positive Art Workshop Photography exhibition, 803 Hawthorne, 713-524-8181.
Free HTV testing by the Montrose Clinic to 9 p.m., 713-524-8181.
Center for AIDS, Women’s mixer, 713-527-6210.

thursday, may 24
Gay Men’s Center at Houston, Open rehearsal, 7 p.m, 4807 San Felice, 713-521-7464.
Rainbow Ranglers free C&W dance lessons, Brazos River Bottom, 7 p.m., 713-860-6670.
HIV C-Recovery Support Group, 6:30 p.m., Being, 713-526-1017, Ext. 211.
Free HTV testing by the Montrose Clinic, 6 p.m. to midnight, Toys Division, 713-830-3000.
Northwoods AIDS Coalition Food Pantry open, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., 281-633-2055.
FrontRunners, Running Club, 6:30 p.m., 713-522-8021.
HIV Art Therapy Program, 1 to 4 p.m., Kermit Eusseh, 713-523-9320.
Women’s Clinic, Montrose Clinic, 713-830-3000.
Houston Lesbian and Gay Community Center drop-in hours 6 to 9 p.m., Positive Art Workshop Photography exhibition, 6:30 p.m.
S.P.M., 803 Hawthorne, 713-524-3818.

friday, may 25
Free HIV Testing by the Montrose Clinic, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., Ashley’s, 713-830-3000.
Food City Clinic, Free eye exams for people with HIV, 713-830-1543.
O’Patrol sees the streets, 9 p.m, 713-528-SAFE.
Kolbie Portfolio, Morning Prayer, 10 a.m., 713-861-1800.
Houston Tennis Club, 9 a.m., Memorial Park at the Tennis Center, 713-492-2939.
Positive Art Workshop, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., Patrick Palmer, 713-526-1186.
Lesbian and Gay Voices, KFFT 96 FM, 7 p.m, 713-526-5738.
Houston Lesbian and Gay Community Center drop-in hours 6 to 9 p.m., Positive Art Workshop Photography exhibition, 803 Hawthorne, 713-524-8181.
“Golden Girl” Weekend Live Classic Chess Club, 713-797-8015.
To let an event, call Carolin Roberts at 713-529-8480, fax at 713-526-3511, or e-mail editor@houstonm.com. Deadline is Friday at 5 p.m.

Body, Mind and Spirit

if your hair

isn’t BECOMING to you,
you should BE COMING to me.

DON GILL
STUDIO 911
713-521-0911
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

CHIROPRACTOR

Dr. Richard W. Fletcher

• Neck/Back Pain
• Auto/Work Injury
• Medicare/Medicaid

Appointments Monday-Saturday

by Phone Spanish

Penis-Enlargement.net

FDA Approved vacuum pumps/surgical, Gain 1.3”, Permanent & safe. Enhance erection. FREE Brochures!
Latest enlargement info: (312)409-9995 or 900-976-PUMP ($2.95/min.)

Maranatha Fellowship MCC

1311 Holman
(across from HCC-Downtown Campus)
meets in the home of Central Congregational Church
6:30pm Sunday Evenings
JOIN US AS WE BUILD COMMUNITY THROUGH COMPASSION
• Experience the presence of God
• Celebrate your faith
• Sing and make music in your heart to God
• Grow in the knowledge of God’s word

May 20th
“Moving from Individualism to Community” Rev. Janet Parker

May 27th
“Blest be the tie that binds” Rev. Janet Parker

Please Join Us For Evening Services And Experience
The Love That Maranatha Fellowship MCC Has To Offer!

Church Service begins at 6:30pm and nursery is available for small children.
Mid-week “Home Group” services on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

For more info...
713-528-6756 or email maranatha@er1.net

Maranatha Fellowship
Metropolitan Community Church
“Building Community Through Compassion”

Enjoy worship at your home church in the morning and visit us in the evening for an alternate worship experience!
COMUNICACIONES DIRECTOR
FLEXIBLE HOURS • GRAPHICS DESIGNER • PAGEMAKER-6.5 FOR IBM • LAYOUT WEEKLY SERVICE LEAFLETS & NEWSLETTER • ARTISTIC WITH OTHER PROJECTS • FAX TO CHRISTOPHER THOMAS @ 713-222-4122 OR citomas@christchurchcathedral.org.

NEW CLUB ON PANNIN
LOOKING FOR DANCE, FLOOR, Bartenders, and bartenders. Call Robert @ 832-725-7232.

MILAM HOUSE
HOUSING ASSISTANCE NEEDED FOR TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM • KNOWLEDGE IN THE AREAS OF HIV/AIDS, SUBSTANCE ABUSE, RECOVERY

BERING MEMORIAL UMC
CHURCH-BASED AID SUPPORT NETWORK SERVING A DIVERSE COMMUNITY INCLUDING GLBT AND MINORITIES SEKS PROGRAM DIRECTOR: Qualifications: Creative, dynamic professional with experience in community outreach, GROUP and individual counseling and group development and management; LPC or MSW. ACP preferred. Interested individuals should forward resume and qualifications to: BERING MEMORIAL UMC, c/o COSM, 1440 Harold, Houston, Texas 77006. No phone calls, please.

CLUB NSOMIA
Now hiring part time floor help. Please call 713-521-1613.

EL’S
Now accepting applications for Bartenders, Barback, Clean-Up and Door Security. Applications accepted Monday through Friday 2:30-4:00 pm on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. Absolutely no phone calls, please. Apply in person at 2510 Ralph.

MIDTOWN SPA HOUSTON
Apply in person. Start at $6.50 per hour. Nightingale ADC offers free employment assistance to HIV+ individuals. Including job preparedness training, resume development, job search assistance. For more information call 713.981.1543.

The Club Houston is now accepting applications for Certified Personal Trainers. Apply in person at 2205 Fannin.

Licensed Massage
LET YOURSELF GO
Relax to an hour of Swedish massage. RMT #013700. 713.521.0654.

MANSAGE
Do your self a favor • Effective, therapeutic, relaxing or deep tissue • Don’t settle for less. What are you waiting for? RMT #4397. Tom 713.520.6018.

PATRICK
Swedish massage by Patrick • Relaxation, Myotherapy, Deep Tissue. RMT#024589. 713.807.7109 • 1-1/2 hours $50.

MASSAGE THERAPY
THAT’S IT’S FINEST!
Swedish • Deep Tissue • Sports Reflexology • Don’t settle for less • In-Out, Hotels, Day • Nationality certified • Jeff. RMT#016074-713.825.4062

JOB STRESS?
Tough workouts! Call now to make your appointment for a relaxing, therapeutic Swedish massage • Full Body Swedish Massage • Jose #17316. 713.397.8286

Moving Services
www.ahoustonmover.com
Chuck Freeman
TXDOT #53438B
713.861.1212. 281.536.8530

Pet-sitting
BOOK YOUR VACATION!
"Pets love their own home even when you can’t be there." Established 1995. lorys@ast.com 713-942-8816.

PETS
3 adorable 7 week old kittens are interviewing for responsible indoor homes only. 713-802-0920.

Products & Services
We let the big dog out! • Custom leather by appointment. 713.880.2628 • www.bigdogleather.com • Rent to own TV & Big Screen TV’s • Starting at $29-99 a week • 1-800.774.4553.

EROTIC WEAR!
Huge variety of men’s sexy wear at Basic Brothers • 1323 Westheimer • 713.522.1626. www.eroticattire.com

Professional Services
NEED A LAWYER?
Trivedi Law Firm • Any problem • Any accident • Any injury. 713-294.4833

RAINBOW COMPUTER SALES/RELOCATION

PRESSURE WASHING
College Guy • Driveways • Walkways • Patios • Brick • More! Call Jason 713.863.8888. Pager 713.908.8020

LANDSCAPING
Spring Beds • Shrubs • Color. Reasonable. 713.861.9949
Intensive Counseling • Reiki Master Teacher Bill O’Rourke uses Reiki, Tarot, Role Playing and Guided Meditation (and teaching same) to help you! 713.864.2223. www.rainbowprod.com/bibi.

BODY WAXING
FOR MEN
Personal grooming by Dale • Waxing specialist & licensed Cosmetologist • Private Location in Montrose. Call for appointment 713.529.5952.

Real Estate For Rent/Sale
BREANALAY
Stunning corner lot • gorgeous pool • Updated Kitchen & baths • Large porches • Decorator accents • Gilda Sprung • Coldwell Banker • 713.439.9700.

EASTWOOD/O H
1/1 • $550/mo plus gas & electric • $300 deposit • 3/2 • $1150/mo plus gas & electric • $600 deposit • Has fire place • New floors • Appliances • Ceiling fans • Porch • Leave message @ 713-643-6575.

PATIO HALL RENTAL
PARTIES • MEETINGS • CEREMONIES • FUNDRAISING • MONROSE LOCATION • BIG LIFTING DANCE FLOOR • MAHOGANY BAR • WALK-IN COOLER • GAME ROOM • PARKING, SECURITY, DJ INCLUDED • RENTAL PROCEEDS DONATED TO LOCAL AIDS CHARITY 713-521-1613.

ALL NEW!
Near (intercontinental) Airport • Value packed apartment homes for the luxury shopper • Please call us today for information on our outstanding specials 281-820-9342 • www.cityview-aps.com

PRIDE REALITY.COM
SALES/RELOCATION
1.800.597.7653
Heights • 610 E. 12th • Oxford • 2/1 & studio • Parking • Reserve your new residence today!!

WESTLANE COTTAGE
Between Galleria & Greenway Plaza • Stylish condo • Custom finishes • Hardwood floors • Large fenced yard • Central AC • WD Connections. Great location on cul-de-sac • $1600 • Leave message @ 713.839-4339.

200 duplex • 1/1 Forest Hill • Central AC • Deck • Lush landscaping • Garage • Approx. 1200 SF • 713-923-3959 • 713-837-8009.


MONTROSE
1/1 apartment in quiet complex • $450/month • 2/2 + $250 deposit • 713-805-1266 • 713-528-1165.

RIVER OAKS
Drainage 1/1 • San Felipe & Kirby • To floor with swimming pools • Small Complex. • $750/mo. • 2415 Mimosa • 281-580-2762.

Office for rent
Second floor office available immediately at Houston Lesbian & Gay Community Center, 803 Hawthorne at Stanford. Dimensions are 14’ x 22’. Nonprofit gift organization preferred as tenant partners but all inquiries are welcomed. Contact Tracy at 713.524.3818, brooker@evil.net. For Lease • 1700 sq. ft. • Great Heights location • Call 713.443.9494.
UNLIMITED CELLULAR MINUTES

Only $99.99 per month

Sign up by March 31, 2001 and get UNLIMITED cellular minutes for one year, UNLIMITED Nextel Direct Connect, our digital 2-way radio feature. FREE Nextel Online, FREE Voice Mail.

FREE Calls ID. Call Premier Paging and Wireless for Details.

FREE, FREE and More FREE

Choose from
Free Nights and Weekends, 
- or -
Free Nationwide Long Distance
- or -
Free Nextel Online

CALL FREE

Get one of these free options when you sign up for a performance Plus rate plan by March 31, 2001. $9.99 per month. Unlimited nights and weekends. $18.00 per month. And here’s still more: Buy a Nextel phone and get an elected phone FREE. Call Premier Paging and Wireless for Details.
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ON YOUR NEXT VISIT TO HOUSTON

Stay with us!
Montrose Inn
A 7-ROOM ALL-GAY B&B

We’re right in the neighborhood. And priced right!
Queen bed, cable TV, phone. Walk to 15 gay bars.

408 AVONDALE
800-357-1228
713-520-0206

montroseinn.com

Classified Order Form Fax: 713-529-9531, Phone: 713-529-8490

TO PLACE AN AD:
IN PERSON: Bring completed order form with payment to Houston Voice offices (M-F, 9-5:30 pm) 500 Lovett, suite 200. BY MAIL: Mail completed order form with payment to Houston Voice Classifieds, 500 Lovett, Suite 200, Houston, TX, 77006. BY PHONE: Call in with completed order form to 713-529-8490.

By Fax: Fax completed order form and credit card information to Classifieds 713-529-9531. By E-mail: kcookel@houstovoice.com

AD POLICY: Houston Voice reserves the right to edit, reclassify or reject ads not meeting Houston Voice standards. No refunds for early cancellation.

Discounts: Houston Voice is not responsible for misprints. Houston Voice may reject ads.

Deadline for ad submission is: MONDAY at 12 NOON

PICK YOUR CATEGORY

FREE: Call for guidelines
- HIV Services & Education
- Volunteers
- Non-Profit Organizations
- Youth

INDIVIDUAL RATE $10:
- Announcements
- Auditions
- Employment-Seeking
- Pets-Free or Lost & Found
- Roommates
- Personal Websites

BUSINESS RATE $18:
- Auto Repair
- Business Opportunities
- Entertainment
- Help Wanted
- Help Wanted-Seeking
- Home Improvement
- Items For Sale
- Licensed Massage
- Moving Services
- Professional Services
- Real Estate For Rent
- Roommates

Call 713-529-8490
for other categories

WRITE YOUR AD

Please print clearly

CATEGORY: __________________________ # OF ISSUES: ______

Giant or Bold Headline - Not to exceed 14 characters and spaces

TEXT: ____________________________________________

TOTAL YOUR COST CALL FOR DIRECTORY AD RATES

INDIVIDUAL RATE ADS
Up to 20 words for $10.00 per week. Additional words at 50¢ each per week.

Up to 20 words: $10.00

Additional words x 50¢:

Bold headline: 5.00 (per week):

Subtotal: x # of issues

Total: $ __________

BUSINESS RATE ADS
Up to 20 words for $18.00 per week.

Additional words x 75¢ per word (per week):

Bold headline: 5.00 (per week):

Subtotal: x # of issues

Total: $ __________

Name: __________________________
Address: __________________________
City: __________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
Phone: __________________________

Check Enclosed __________ Charge to my __________

Card #: __________________________ Exp. / 00

Signature: __________________________
Occasions

Birthdays
Belated birthday hugs to real estate tycoon Bob Ryan.

Classic Chassis Car Club members Steven H. (5/20) and Byron B. (5/21) turn the birthday odometer over this week.

Anthony C. (5/29) and Rommel Q. (5/22) of Asians and Friends are adding another year this week.

John (Bubbles) Dye pranced right by his birthday last week on May 15.

JR’s popular bartender Reed toasts in a birthday on May 20.

Houston Area Bear grows in a birthday on May 20.

Tall, blonde and handsome Thomas Nitsche of the Kolbe Project has a birthday on May 23.

Rainbo de Klawn laughs on his May 25 birthday.

Former Houston Voice and avid golfer Terry Murphy tees one up for his May 25 birthday.

Anniversaries
The Houston Voice’s own Carolyn (Cuervolyn) and Jeff (Laser Wizard) Roberts celebrated their sixth anniversary on May 13.

LOST & FOUND!
Bean went on a little adventure May 16-17. He just had a summer cut and evidently wanted to show it off to all his doggie pals. He decided to ditch his daddy Davis and go for a walk on his own for about 24 hours, but happily, Bean is back at home, safe and sound.

You’re a Pig
(relax, we won’t tell anyone)
www.meattrack.org

No Towels • No Tokens • No Attitude

Sex It Up
and play it safe.

Syphilis... take action, get tested; it’s free and easy.

What You Should Know:
- Syphilis may go unnoticed, and it can be easily spread through unprotected oral and anal sex.
- Syphilis makes it much easier for you to get and give HIV.
- Using a condom can reduce your chances of getting syphilis, HIV, and other sexually transmitted diseases.

To Get Tested
713/830-3000

Montrose Clinic
215 Westheimer
Houston, Texas
www.montroseclinic.org
My Stars! by JILL DEARMAN
YOUR WEEKLY HOROSCOPE
May 18 – 24

ARIES (MARCH 21 – APRIL 20)
With the Sun firmly moving through your social sector as of May 21, you might as well leap without looking into a new way of life. See new people and places. Money and prestige are not as important as your basic sense of well-being. Consult with a Virgo and take tips on what not to do with your life.

TAURUS (APRIL 21 – MAY 20)
The Sun moves into the financial sector of your chart on May 21, so please take care of needling money matters before they drive you nuts. It’s okay to moonlight if your extra job leads you to some long-term success and chill time. A Gemini is full of hot leads and other hot stuff for you.

GEMINI (MAY 21 – JUNE 21)
Be open to all sorts of sexual opportunities as the Sun shines on you beginning May 21. This is a mysterious time for you, Gemini. You will have to sacrifice several stupid things you’re attached to in order to go for the big prize. Do it! An Aquarius will give you the necessary push in the right direction.

CANCER (JUNE 22 – JULY 22)
It’s time to give up an illusion about an old lover and realize that there’s nothing you could’ve done to make this person stay. If you can take a one-step-at-a-time approach to your work life, you will do extremely well in late May. A Capricorn thinks you’re hot, but doesn’t dig your hot air.

LEO (JULY 23 – AUG. 22)
You may have to take a “wait and see” approach to a strange love connection while Neptune is retrograde in your opposite sign. Step away from a creative project that has only left you frustrated and begin work on something new that you totally believe in. A Pisces has a magical effect on your body—and your body of work.

VIRGO (AUG. 23 – SEPT. 22)
You need to make an important decision during the week of May 21. And the decision is: Make a decision—about anything! Force yourself to hop off the fence and take a stand. If you’ve been tentative about your feelings for a Capricorn, now is the time to be bold.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23 – OCT. 22)
Vanity works in your favor as Venus transits your opposite sign. It’s time for you to believe in your own sex appeal. You are the master of your own destiny, especially if you try to expand your business to include places (and/or colleagues) beyond your own borders. A Taurus wants to speak in tongues with you.

SCORPIO (OCT. 23 – NOV. 21)
Instead of worrying about all the tiny things you can’t control, focus on what you do have power over. Make a serious commitment to the one you love. If you keep hemming and hawing, you may lose your chance. A Virgo can only wait so long.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22 – DEC. 21)
Your buddies are completely lucky for you and completely rotten for you during this emotionally vivid cycle. You can start a new business venture, but don’t try to get it finished until Mars goes out of retrograde (June 19). You and a Cancer make a fabulous team, so put your heads (or other body parts) together.

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 – JAN. 19)
When it comes to romance, this is definitely a “love the one you’re with” cycle, sweetie. Give up on a fantasy about an old lover who has moved on without you. Concentrate on the hot (but real) choice in front of you. If you’re looking at a Libra, all the better.

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20 – FEB. 18)
You need to build a little nest egg for a project you desperately believe in. So avoid lending money to leeches! You are about to cross a major finish line, so don’t give in to panic at the eleventh hour.

PISCES (FEB. 19 – MARCH 20)
A vacation may be just what you need during late May, especially if it’s by yourself or with someone you are completely comfortable with. You may have too many romantic possibilities to choose from soon. Go after the one (an Aries?) who makes your knees weak.

Jill Dearmann is the author of “Queer Astrology for Men” and “Queer Astrology for Women.” For information on charts and consultations, call 212-841-0117 or e-mail QScopes@aol.com.
THE FUSION OF DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY.

Don Massey Cadillac

2001 CATERA
$389 /mo.*
OR
$25,690

*2001 Caters, $32,940 MSRP, $996 down plus tax, 8.75% APR, 35 payments of $389, $91 final payment of $16,470 or pay $250 disposal fee, w.a.c.
**$32,940 MSRP-$5000 dealer cash, $2250 dmc discount, ttl extra

Come see the new exciting
2002 ESCALADE IN STOCK
Ready for delivery!

Don Massey Cadillac
2520 Main, Houston • 713-874-0900
Your caring, servicing, selling master dealer

SALES HOURS:
7:30am-6:00pm Monday–Friday
9:00am-6:00pm Saturday

SERVICE HOURS:
7:30am-6:00pm Monday–Friday
(photos for illustration purposes only)